Studs have swaged ends to fit inside the track so that both studs & tracks are the same width to assist in providing as flush a finish as is possible.

**EFIXS100 DEFLECTION DETAIL**

- Head track (Fixing to suit structure)
- Vertical stud
- EFIXS-100 Bracket to be fixed to each stud - brackets can be fixed to either web face

**EFIXS100 FIXING DETAIL**

- 2 No. Titen fixing (EOS-1007 or similar approved) in slot to fix bracket into concrete slab - head track to be pre-drilled prior to fixing in place.
- 1 No. 6.3 x 25mm Tek screw with large washer head (EOS-1003 or similar) to fix bracket into cold formed steel. Fixings located centrally in slot.
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**STAGE:**

- Preliminary: 
- Approval: 
- Construction: 
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**NOTES**

- This drawing is copyright. Do not scale. This drawing, contractors must check all dimensions on site. Only figured dimensions to be worked from. All errors and discrepancies must be immediately reported to the design office of EOS Facades Ltd.